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                                                            PCIe SSD 250H

                                                        
                                                            

                                                            Exhibiting more than just ultra speeds, the MTE250H PCIe SSD delivers unbridled performance, low latency, and high stability for passionate gamers. Built with a PCI Express® Gen 4 x4 interface, 3D NAND flash, an 8-channel controller, a DRAM cache, and an aluminum heatsink, the MTE250H PCIe SSD is ready to put excellence in your hand.
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                                                            ESD310 Portable SSD

                                                        
                                                            

                                                            The ESD310 is Transcend's smallest portable SSD that delivers a lightning-fast transfer rate of 10 Gbps and a capacious storage capacity of up to 2TB, allowing you to transfer vast amounts of files in the blink of an eye. With the inclusion of both USB Type-A and Type-C connectors in a single drive, the ESD310 is a convenient and efficient external storage option that you won't want to miss out on!
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                                                            StoreJet 25M3C

                                                        
                                                            

                                                            
Transcend's StoreJet 25M3C ruggedized portable hard drive features the USB 3.1 Gen 1 interface and a USB Type-C port for unmatched transfer rates, and comes with both a USB Type-C cable as well as a Type-C to Type-A cable for max compatibility across devices. Supreme shock-resistant qualities ensure superior protection for data stored on the drive.
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                                                            DrivePro 620

                                                        
                                                            

                                                            The DrivePro 620 is an ultimate pair of dashcams including a front camera and a rear camera. Featuring high-sensitivity image sensors, it delivers crystal clear sharpness and night images even in low light. 1440P 2K QHD recording at 60fps ensures smooth image capture and clear critical shots. With built-in safety functions like a head-up display, emergency recording, and more, the DrivePro 620 is bound to protect your journey all round.
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                                                            DrivePro Body 70

                                                        
                                                            

                                                            Transcend's DrivePro Body 70 body camera features a compact camera unit tethered to a control unit, allowing for a wide variety of attachment options. Tailor-made for law enforcement and security departments, the rugged and highly responsive DrivePro Body 70 allows 2K QHD 1440P evidence collection and wireless data previews and transfers.
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                                                            USD340S

                                                        
                                                            

                                                            Designed for mobile devices and handheld game consoles, Transcend's Ultra Performance microSDXC 340S memory cards are compliant with the latest A2 speed class and boast excellent random read/write speeds, making them ideal for retrieving small pieces of data from random locations, and quick app launches. 
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                                                            JetFlash 930C

                                                        
                                                            

                                                            Transcend's JetFlash 930C flash drive features a dual connector that supports USB Type-A and Type-C devices. With a USB 3.2 Gen 1 interface and built-in 3D NAND flash memory, its speeds can reach 420MB/s. High capacity of up to 512GB creates sufficient storage space for media files and gaming files. If you are searching for a portable and stylish storage device to play games, Transcend's JetFlash 930C is the one! 
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                                                            HUB5C

                                                        
                                                            

                                                            Transcend's 6-in-1 USB Type-C Hub HUB5C comes with a reversible USB Type-C connector equipped with the USB 3.1 Gen 2 interface to allow for amazing data transfer rates, a perfect complement to your new Type-C mobile, tablet, laptop, iPad Pro, or MacBook. Characterized by its easy expansion and plug-and-play functionality, the slim and lightweight Type-C hub boosts your work productivity without adding any burden. You can connect peripherals such as mice, keyboards, USB flash drives, external hard drives or portable SSDs, or take out the SD or microSD card as soon as you finish taking a photoshoot and read files directly from your laptop or mobile devices. Two Type-C ports allow you to charge your devices and transfer data at the same time, making everything twice as easy!
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                                                            MTE720T

                                                        
                                                            

                                                            Transcend's M.2 2280 SSD MTE720T features the 112-layer 3D NAND flash, a PCI Express (PCIe) Gen 4 x4 interface, and an 8-channel controller, compatible with NVM Express (NVMe) 1.4 specifications to achieve never-before-seen transfer speeds. Its built-in DRAM cache enables fast random read and write speeds, and improves drive endurance. In addition, the 30µ" gold finger PCB, Corner Bond technology, and anti-sulfur resistors guarantee its reliability in harsh conditions. Transcend's MTE720T is also 100% chamber tested in-house for extended operating temperatures of -20℃~75℃. 
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                                                            JetFlash 280T

                                                        
                                                            

                                                            
Transcend's industrial-grade USB flash drive JetFlash 280T is built with 96-layer 3D NAND flash and the USB 3.1 Gen 1 interface. Its compact form factor, high compatibility, and outstanding performance are ideal for embedded applications in the medical, military, and automation sectors. With Transcend's UFD Security Toolbox software, password can be set to secure the drive. Users can even get a One-time Password (OTP) through SMS message on the user's phone to unlock the drive, which ensures higher data security.
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                                                            USD460T & USD460I

                                                        
                                                            

                                                            
Utilizing top-quality 3D NAND Flash and rated to endure 3K P/E cycles, Transcend's microSDXC 460T memory cards combine the advantages of high performance and exceptional endurance at an affordable price. They are ideal for write-intensive applications such as medical devices, surveillance systems, and POS terminals.



Transcend also offers the microSDXC 460I with wide temperature (-40℃ ~ 85℃) capabilities to ensure sustained functionality and optimal reliability.
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                    親愛的顧客您好:

                        近期本公司接獲多起消費者反映，有不明業者在拍賣網站或網路商店意圖誘使消費者購買內容不實的問題產品或仿冒品。網路商店中價格過低、或來路不明的產品，都極可能為仿冒品。不僅品質低劣，更可能導致資料遺失。為保障消費者權益，購買前應審慎斟酌廣告內容並留意產品真偽，倘若對產品銷售網頁有任何疑慮，請聯繫創見進行確認；也歡迎至以下本公司通路直接購買具有官方保固服務的創見產品。
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